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Interested to learn more about commercialising your inventions? What are the benefits and pitfalls of starting your own company, versus licensing the technology to a third party? What should you look out for before you launch your startup and what are the resources available to prepare yourself should you choose this path? What are some of the common pitfalls you should avoid as a university startup, if you are starting a business?

The aim of this talk is to provide faculty and researchers with some background knowledge on how to go about commercialising their technology inventions. Not all innovations are suited for starting companies, and sometimes the better strategy is to license the technology to a third party SME or MNC. If you have chosen the path of starting a business, we will walk you through the various stages of financing your startup, including discussion on grants, external investor funding, and some basic valuation principles. We will also discuss free resources available for you to tap into at NTUitive to better prepare yourself before launching the business. Last, we will also articulate strategies needed to build a successful and scalable tech startup.
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